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The New Orleans, Louisiana, Police Department (NOPD) has had its share of problems. Its history 

includes poor training; weak supervision; excessive force; racial profiling; biased policing; 

inadequate investigations; and, of course, the imposition of a federal consent decree in 2012. 

However, the department has worked hard to reinvent itself, and, while it still has a way to go to 

shed the vestiges of its past, the NOPD has shown itself willing to take bold strides down paths 

many other departments have feared to tread.

In June 2010, the NOPD engaged a civilian to run its internal affairs department. In November 2010, 

the department signed a formal cooperation agreement with the local independent police monitor, 

a position created by the voters of New Orleans to provide civilian oversight of the department. In 

2012, the department rolled out one of the United States’ first, agency-wide body-worn camera 

programs. Throughout 2014 and 2015, the department developed and implemented a number of 

revised policies reflecting best practices in the areas of vehicle pursuits, uses of force, misconduct 

investigations, and discipline. And, in February 2016, in a move that flew in the face of the trend 

among police agencies (and state legislatures), NOPD took a strong stand in favor of transparency 

by implementing a formal policy promoting the prompt, voluntary public release of critical incident 

videos. Each of these actions shows courage, commitment, and confidence.

Earlier in 2016, the NOPD took another big step along the path of innovation with the creation of 

its EPIC peer intervention program. EPIC (for “Ethical Policing Is Courageous”) is a program created 
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by NOPD’s own officers with the help of experts that builds upon years of social science research 

into “active bystandership.”  The science upon which EPIC rests finds its origins in studies of the 

Holocaust and other human rights atrocities where otherwise moral and upstanding citizens stood 

back and said nothing, when most, in hindsight at least, would say they should have spoken out. 

Simply put, an “active bystander,” as distinguished from a “passive bystander,” is one who 

intervenes to protect others rather than standing by and watching wrongdoing occur.

Ironically, while police officers clearly are not passive bystanders when it comes to helping civilians, 

police are often far more passive when it comes to keeping their peers out of trouble. This is not in 

reference to physical danger—officers are very quick to jump into a fight, run toward danger, and 

put themselves at great risk of physical harm to protect another officer. However, while police 

officers readily intervene to protect their peers from physical harm, they are less likely to intervene 

to prevent those same peers from making a mistake or engaging in misconduct that can cost them 

their careers. Although he was speaking about humans in general, not just officers, Mark Twain 

captured this sad irony well when he said, “It is curious that physical courage should be so 

common in the world and moral courage so rare.”

NOPD’s EPIC program takes Twain’s commentary head on. EPIC seeks to train and empower each 

of the department’s more than 1,100 officers to effectively and safely intervene in other officers’ 

conduct before a mistake is made or misconduct occurs. Through classroom training, scenario-

based role play, and department-wide reinforcement, EPIC trains officers to notice when an 

intervention may be necessary, gives them the tools to take action effectively and safely, empowers 

them to act regardless of the rank of the person requiring the intervention, and protects them 

when they do intervene. (NOPD’s recently adopted discipline policy identifies a successful 

intervention as a formal mitigating factor that must be considered in any disciplinary proceeding.)

But EPIC also is as much about accepting intervention as it is about intervening. EPIC teaches 

officers of all ranks that a good-faith intervention is not something to spurn, but something to 

embrace as a sign of care, respect, and teamwork. NOPD officers are taught that the EPIC pin they 

will receive after their training is a statement to their colleagues (again, regardless of rank) that the 

wearer gives permission to be the subject of an intervention when necessary to prevent a serious 

mistake and misconduct. The concept of “I give you authority to help protect me and my family” is a 

powerful one indeed.

Just as police academies for years have taught officers to use their batons, firearms, vests, and 

handcuffs as survival tools, NOPD’s EPIC program adds active bystandership and peer intervention 

to each officer’s survival toolbox. As police officers are significantly more likely to lose their career 

as a result of misconduct than they are to get shot in the line of duty, these new tools are critical 

and timely.

In the words of NOPD Deputy Chief Paul Noel, one of the most ardent promoters of the EPIC 

program:
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If we can get even a fraction of our officers to become courageous enough to say to a peer, or even 

to a supervisor, “hey, don’t do what you are about to do; you’ll hurt someone, you’ll lose your job, 

and your family will suffer,” then we will save lives, families, and careers.

The question of why good people do not intervene to help others as often as they should has 

perplexed social scientists for years. Those interested in the science behind this reality should read 

about Dr. Ervin Staub’s experiments in Cambridge, Massachusetts, involving the actions—or, more 

accurately, the inactions—of passers-by who come upon a stranger in distress on a public 

street.  With a little reflection, it is likely most people can recall a time when they wished they had 

said something or done something, but didn’t. In the context of a law enforcement agency, 

however, passivity has significant consequences to the public, the officers, and their families. This 

leads to the question, why do officers who routinely and unthinkingly intervene to protect civilians 

have such a hard time saying to their peers “don’t do what you are about to do”?

The answer lies in what Dr. Staub, a leading researcher in this area and a contributor to the NOPD 

EPIC program, calls “inhibitors.”  While a full discussion of the inhibitors within police culture is 

beyond the scope of this article, suffice it to say they include concerns like the fear of disapproval 

from peers, the fear of reprisals (e.g., someone not having their back when needed), and the fear 

of making a mistake or misinterpreting a situation (something especially common among newer 

officers). These and other social inhibitors are very real, very powerful, and very ingrained in police 

culture. Rather than pretending these obstacles to active bystandership do not exist, as many 

ethics-based police programs do, the EPIC training acknowledges their existence and offers officers 

tactics and strategies to overcome them.

The premise of training officers to prevent serious mistakes or misconduct before they occur is an 

elegant solution to a long-existing problem. Dr. Joel Dvoskin, one of the contributors to NOPD’s 

program, candidly describes the dilemma facing police officers this way:

If I step in and intervene on another cop, I’ll be labeled a non-team player, and then I can’t be sure 

he’ll have my back when I need him. But if I don’t step in, then others may be hurt, and his job and 

mine are on the line.

EPIC is an answer to this dilemma. In typically colloquial fashion, Dr. Dvoskin tells officers “EPIC 

helps you not have to choose between these two [bad] options.” And, with the growing trend 

among courts to hold non-intervenors legally liable for their inactions, the consequence of making 

the wrong choice in this dilemma has become all the more personal for officers and their families.

The NOPD EPIC program is still in its infancy, but it shows great promise. The department is rolling 

out training (lecture, discussion, and role play) to all leadership personnel, supervisors, and 

officers. The principles of peer intervention are being taught as a stand-alone academy course—for 

new recruits as well as veteran officers—and are being incorporated into all other academy 

courses. Consequently, in addition to learning about active bystandership in the EPIC training 

module, officers also explore those principles in their use-of-force course, their handcuffing course, 
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their driving course, and so forth. In addition, the department has designed the training 

component of the EPIC program on a “continuous improvement” basis. The ideas, tactics, and 

strategies developed by the officers during their role-play scenarios are incorporated into the EPIC 

training and shared with each subsequent class of officers. In this way, NOPD’s officers truly are 

the developers of the course’s content.

EPIC is not limited to classroom training and role play. The NOPD is taking steps to reinforce the 

EPIC principles throughout the department. Active bystandership and peer intervention will be 

emphasized in roll call training, periodic electronic training bulletins, and video reminders from 

leadership. And the EPIC pin, previously mentioned, was designed to serve as a reminder to all that 

intervention is not only authorized, it is expected. In many ways the EPIC pin is the physical 

embodiment of the core EPIC principle that an officer should be as courageous to prevent serious 

mistakes or misconduct as he or she is to protect a peer from physical harm.

NOPD’s EPIC efforts go further than internal promotion, though. The department is in the process 

of partnering with local schools to bring the peer intervention message to the youth of New 

Orleans. Considering the success college campuses across the United States have had using peer 

intervention tactics to reduce sexual assaults on campus, NOPD’s desire to spread the active 

bystandership gospel beyond the police department is laudable.  Indeed, NOPD is also in the 

process of working with the University of New Orleans to develop and stand up an external 

website to promote active bystandership and peer intervention beyond the borders of New 

Orleans. The site will give officers (and others) a forum to share their intervention tactics and their 

stories of successful interventions. The department expects the site to go live this winter.

NOPD believes its efforts to promote EPIC not only will help protect civilians, but also will help save 

officers’ lives. NOPD Police Superintendent Michael Harrison described it this way:

The stress on police officers is formidable. This stress all too often leads to traffic accidents, 

burnout, alcoholism, and even suicide. EPIC helps us fight against this tragic reality. Just as EPIC 

teaches officers to intervene to prevent mistakes and misconduct, the same peer intervention 

strategies can be used to help an officer step in and save a colleague who is on a downward 

emotional spiral.

The superintendent’s hopes are not unrealistic. Other industries have successfully used peer 

intervention programs for years to cut down on alcohol abuse, drug abuse, and burnout.

With so much news coverage focusing on the negative aspects of policing, EPIC is something the 

NOPD should be quite proud of. It also presents a model that other departments might seek to 

emulate. As the National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement noted in its 

testimony to the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, peer intervention training teaches 

officers, “in a practical and positive way, the powerful influence that police officers have on the 

conduct and behavior of their fellow officers.”
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The NOPD has developed a workable and scalable model of teaching active bystandership within a 

police organization that can be adapted to help other departments. It is easily taught and easily 

learned. And there are numerous positive outcomes—it helps cities reduce their legal exposure 

from misconduct; it helps departments keep their customers (civilians) safe; it helps officers keep 

their jobs (and sometimes their lives); it helps families keep their earners employed; and it protects 

civilians.

NOPD’s EPIC program is not a panacea for all the problems facing police departments today—or 

even for the specific problems still facing NOPD today. But NOPD’s new model of ethical policing 

helps blaze a trail that other departments soon may follow.♦
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